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An enhanced version of indirect advancing front technique is proposed for the
construction of full quadrilateral anisotropic meshes on 3D surfaces. The final
quadrilateral mesh is constructed from a background triangular mesh and the merging
procedure is carried out in the parametric space. The proposed method employed the
systemic merging technique for the formation of quadrilaterals and the metric
specifications for controlling the anisotropic characteristics of the elements. In order to
generate well graded anisotropic quadrilaterals, the selection criteria of base segment for
merging are carefully defined. Furthermore, in order to improve the shape quality of the
final mesh, a set of new local smoothing algorithms for anisotropic quadrilateral mesh
quality enhancement has been proposed and tested in this study. Numerical examples
obtained indicate that the proposed enhanced local smoothing schemes can effectively
improve the quality of the quadrilateral meshes produced and increase the robustness of
the mesh generation scheme.
KEYWORDS: Anisotropic mesh generation; Advancing front technique; Indirect
quadrilateral mesh generation; Systemic merging technique; Local and global
anisotropic mesh smoothings
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Introduction

Recently, the topic of unstructured surface anisotropic quadrilateral mesh generation has
received much attention since a full surface quadrilateral mesh is the prerequisite for
complete unstructured hexahedral mesh generation. Furthermore, because of the better
efficiency and accuracy of quadrilateral elements over triangular elements, there is a
constant demand to develop a robust quadrilateral mesh generator for 3D surface
meshing and many different generation algorithms have been suggested [1-12].
Towards this end, all existing unstructured quadrilateral meshing algorithms can be
grouped into two main categories, namely, the direct and the indirect approaches.
In the direct algorithms, quadrilateral elements are directly constructed over the problem
domains. Using bi-sectioning and pre-designed templates, Talbert and Parkinson [1]
proposed an algorithm to generate quadrilateral meshes in 2D domains. Zhu et al. [2]
proposed an advancing front technique (AFT) for forming and merging two triangular
elements at a time. Blacker [3] developed the well-known paving algorithm for 2D
quadrilateral meshing. The paving algorithm was extended to 3D surfaces by Cass et al.
[4] and then later by White and Kinney [5] for enhancing the stability of the element
formation procedure.
In the indirect algorithms, quadrilaterals are formed by converting two or more
triangular elements at a time in an existing background triangular mesh that can be
created by using any triangular mesh generator. Lo [6] first suggested an algorithm
which converts a triangular mesh into a mixed mesh with dominant number of
quadrilateral elements. Johnston et al. [7] then developed additional procedures such as
local splitting and swapping to further increase the proportion of quadrilateral elements.
Rank et al. [8] proposed a technique to transform triangular meshes into quadrilateral
meshes by splitting two neighbouring triangles. Lee et al. [9,10] later extended their
work to generate full quadrilateral meshes by introducing the systemic merging
technique (SMT). By combining the SMT with techniques used in the paving algorithm,
Owen et al [11] developed the Q-MORPH algorithm for planar and surface quadrilateral
mesh generations. Recently, Lee and Lee [12] further extended Owen et al.'s work and
successfully developed a conversion algorithm for the generation of anisotropic
quadrilateral meshes over general curved surfaces. In their work, it was found that the
criteria for the selection of base front segment for the quadrilateral formation step will
greatly affect the quality of the final mesh created.
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Besides the base segment selection criteria, it was reported [2,9-12] that the quality of
the final quadrilateral mesh can be improved by applying some carefully designed
structural modifications and mesh smoothing procedures either locally during the
conversion phase or globally as ad doc mesh quality enhancement procedures after the
conversion phase is completed.
Mesh smoothing is a technique frequently employed by many researchers to improve
the quality of meshes by repositioning nodes without altering the connectivity of the
elements. Hermann [13] proposed a unified weighed smoothing approach for 2D
meshes to improve the shape quality of elements by progressively moving a node to the
centroid of its surrounding polygon. Beside the standard weighed smoothing approach,
other smoothing techniques based on the geometrical properties of the elements were
also proposed [14,15]. In some approaches, global or local measures quantifying
elements quality are employed, and the new positions of nodes are obtained by
optimising the functional derived from the distortion measure used [16-18]. Blacker [3]
proposed a set of heuristic local smoothing algorithms and Owen et al. [11] suggested a
set of local mesh smoothing techniques for indirect quadrilateral mesh generation. Lee
[19,20] proposed the edge length smoothing and element quality smoothing techniques
to improve the quality of anisotropic meshes. Hyun and Lindgren [21] examined the
effects of different mesh smoothing schemes on graded elements during an adaptive
finite element analysis. In addition, a special smoothing algorithm for the optimisation
for a quadrilateral mesh with invalid elements was proposed and tested by Li et al. [22].
Note that most of the above smoothing techniques can either be applied locally during
the meshing procedure or globally after the mesh generation procedure is completed.
The main objective of this study is to present a new indirect quadrilateral mesh
generation scheme over 3D curved surfaces. The proposed method is an improved
extension of the anisotropic quadrilateral mesh generation scheme proposed recently by
Lee and Lee [12]. In this study, a new set of heuristic local smoothing procedures
specially designed for the use in the general anisotropic case, has been implemented and
tested. This set of newly developed smoothing algorithms is designed to improve the
local quality of the mixed mesh along the merging front during the incremental
conversion procedure. Numerical testing indicates that the new smoothing algorithms
are able to further improve the quality of the final anisotropic quadrilateral meshes.
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Overview of the conversion procedure and elementary mesh modification

operations
2.1 Overview of the conversion procedure
The present method is an indirect method with the basic principle that a full
quadrilateral mesh can be formed by carefully converting two or more triangles at a
time in the background triangular mesh to form one new quadrilateral element (Fig. 1).
By repeating such operations, quadrilateral elements can be constructed to cover the
whole problem domain provide that the number of segments enclosing the background
triangular mesh is even. The geometry of the target surface is represented by a bi-variate
mapping approach and metric specifications are employed for the control of element
size and the anisotropic characteristics of the mesh. Detailed descriptions of the
geometrical model used and the metric specifications can be found in references [20,2325] and a brief summary is given in Appendix A for completeness. The whole
conversion scheme can be divided into the following essential steps:
(i) Background triangular mesh generation
(ii) Formation of initial front
(iii) Base segment selection for quadrilateral formation
(iv) Edge recovery for quadrilateral element formation and merging front update
(v) Local post-processing (local structural modifications and local smoothings)
(vi) Global post-processing
The detailed operations for steps (i) to (iv) and step (vi) for the current conversion
scheme are essentially the same as the previous version suggested in reference [12],
and hence, only brief summaries of them will be given in Section 3. For step (v), the
local structural modifications procedures used are again very similar to those used in
reference [12]. However, a new set of enhanced local smoothing schemes has been
implemented and tested in this study to improve the shape quality and grading of the
quadrilateral mesh produced. More details of the enhanced smoothing schemes
developed will be given in Section 3.

2.2 Elementary mesh modification operations
Elementary mesh modifications are operations that are frequently used during the
conversion and the local post-processing. Five such operations are used and a concise
summary of them is given below.
4

(1) Edge swapping
In edge swapping, the edge shared by two elements is replaced by a new edge
linking the opposite nodes (Fig. 2) provide that the sum of the two angles of each
end of the original edge should be less than 180°.
(2) Edge collapsing (element deletion)
In this operation, an edge shared by two elements will be removed and the two
elements adjacent to the edge will be deleted (Fig. 3).
(3) Edge division
During edge division, an edge will be divided at its midpoint and the two adjacent
elements will be divided into four elements (Fig. 4).
(4) Node deletion
Two types of node deletion processes are implemented in this study. In the threeelement case, the node completely surrounded by three elements will be removed
(Fig. 5a). In the four-element case, after the node is deleted a new edge spanning
the shorter diagonal will be created (Fig. 5b).
(5) Edge recovery procedure
When an edge connecting a pair of nodes is needed, the assumed edge is recovered
by the edge recovery procedure [26]. As demonstrated in Fig. 6, the assumed edge
is recovered by carrying out a series of edge swapping operations on the elements
that intersect the assumed edge.

3

Implementation of the quadrilateral conversion algorithm

3.1 Generation of background triangular mesh
As the proposed scheme is designed to generate unstructured anisotropic quadrilateral
meshes, the element size distribution of the input background triangular mesh should be
compatible with the user metric specifications, M3D (Eqn. A2). In this study, the surface
anisotropic mesh triangulator developed by Lee [20] is used, and the surface metric
tensor, M (Eqn. A3), will be defined at all the nodal points of the background mesh.

3.2 Formation of initial merging front
At the beginning of the conversion process, the merging front is taken as the boundary
of the background mesh, and the following information will be received from the
background mesh.
(1) The length, l, of the front segments (Eqn. A4).
5

(2) Elements (and hence nodes and edges) that are connected to the front segments.
(3) The left and right neighbour segments of the front segments.
(d) The internal frontal angle θA (Eqn. A5) of the front segments (Fig. 7a).

3.3 Base segment selection
The base segment will determine both the location of the new element and the
advancing direction of the merging front. No single criterion will always yield optimal
results under all different element size requirements. An extensive study carried out
previously [12] showed that for the general anisotropic case, good base front segments
can be selected by considering the H-values of the front segments. For the segment AB
shown in Fig. 7a, its H-value, HAB, is defined as

H AB =

1 ⎛⎜
1
1
+
⎜
A
A
2 max λ , λ
max λB1 , λB2
1
2
⎝

(

)

(

)

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(1)

In Eqn. 1, λAi and λBi i=1,2 are the eigenvalues of the metric tensors for nodes A and B
respectively. During base segment selection, both HAB and the frontal angles θA and θB
(Fig. 7a) will be considered, and preference will be given to segments with small values
of HAB and frontal angles closed to an ideal value θrect. In the current study, an
additional option for the selecting the base segment using the level criterion is also
implemented. For the details of the selection procedure, one may refer to reference [12].

3.4 Edges preparation and quadrilateral formation

After the base segment is selected, a new quadrilateral will be created by the
following steps.
(i) Prepare the left and right side edges of the new quadrilateral (Fig. 7b).
(ii) Recover the top edge connecting the two top nodes of the side edges (Fig. 7c).
(iii) Merge all the triangular elements enclosed by the four side edges into a
quadrilateral (Fig. 7d).
In general, the three additional edges (left, right and top) do not always exist and they
are obtained or created by using a series of elementary operations (Section 2.2) [12].
The two side edges are selected from the edges connected to the two end nodes A and B
of the base segment. In order to obtain a well shaped quadrilateral consistent with the
user specification, both the lengths of the edges and their angles with the base segment
6

will be considered. In addition, if needed, the selected side edge will be divided or
swapped in order to maintain the even segment condition of the generation front [12].
After the left and right side edges are defined, the edge linking the two top nodes of the
two side edges is the last edge to be prepared. If such an edge does not exist, it has to be
recovered by an edge recovery procedure similar to the one mentioned in Section 2.2.
However, sometime it is necessary to carry out other elementary operations to recover
the top edge (Fig. 8). In fact, in some exceptional situations, it is required to re-construct
the right side edge or even both side edges before the top edge can be recovered [11,12].
After all the four side edges are prepared, a new quadrilateral element is created by
eliminating all the triangular elements bounded by the side edges and it can be shown
easily that the total number of front segments will always remain even.

3.5 Local mesh post-processing

During the quadrilateral formation step, the element connectivity of the local mesh
surrounding the base segment is frequently altered by the elementary mesh modification
operations, highly distorted elements may be formed and the quality of the local mesh
surrounding the newly formed quadrilateral element may be deteriorated. If these
distorted elements are left untreated, the robustness of subsequent quadrilateral
formation steps may be affected. As a result, after a new quadrilateral is formed, both
local structural enhancements and local mesh smoothing will be carried out to improve
the quality and validity of the local mesh.

3.5.1

Local structural enhancements

In the local structural enhancements, the connectivity of the local mesh will be modified
to restore the validity of the local mesh surrounding the newly formed quadrilateral.
Three types of local structural enhancement procedures are implemented.
(1) Structural enhancement by elementary operations [12]
In this procedure, all edges and elements around the new quadrilateral are examined.
The node deletions and swapping procedures will be carried out to eliminate
elements with very big or very small internal angles as shown in Fig. 9.
(2) Frontal segment seaming
This procedure is employed when the frontal angle between two adjacent front
segments is less than or equal to 30°. As shown in Fig. 10, if there is no edge
linking the two end nodes B and C, such an edge will be recovered by a procedure
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similar to the one used for top edge recovery during the quadrilateral formation step
(Fig. 10b). The seaming operation will then be completed by collapsing this edge
(Fig. 10c). In case that the lengths of two edges to be seamed could be very
different, the transition seam techniques proposed by Blacker [3] and Owen et al.
[11] could be employed to obtain more optimal result.
(3) Merging front splitting [12]
In some cases after a new quadrilateral is formed, the merging front may enclose a
very narrow region, and the merging front splitting operation is employed to
prevent the formation of an excessively slender elements. As shown in Fig. 11, the
slender element will be deleted, and the merging front will be modified accordingly.

3.5.2

Local mesh smoothing

The main function of local mesh smoothing is to reposition the nodes surrounding the
newly formed quadrilateral so that the shape qualities of both the newly formed
quadrilateral and its neighbouring elements will be improved. In the current work, a
study was carried out to investigate the effects of different local smoothing schemes on
the shape quality of the final mesh produced. Similar to the case of base segment
selection, it was found that no single local smoothing scheme can yield optimal results
under different combinations of element connectivity and grading requirements. After
some careful studies and from the previous works by Blacker [3] and Owen et al. [11],
during the repositioning of a given node in the local mesh, different smoothing schemes
should be used according to the number of its adjacent quadrilateral elements. In order
to restore a well graded anisotropic local mesh after a new quadrilateral is formed, three
specially designed local smoothing schemes are proposed and implemented in the
present work. It should be pointed out that while the basic ideas of these smoothing
schemes were adopted from the works of Lee [19,20], Blacker [3] and Owen et al. [11],
major extensions are made to modify and implement them to work optimally in the
general anisotropic case.

(1) Floating node smoothing

A floating node is a node on the newly formed quadrilateral which connects to only one
quadrilateral element. As shown in Fig. 12, if NINJNKNL is the newly formed
quadrilateral element, node NI is the floating node of the quadrilateral. Numerical
experimentation indicates that when repositioning NI, the best result is obtained by
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considering the shape quality of the quadrilateral NINJNKNL. (Note that node NI also
connects to other unconverted triangular elements.) During the floating node smoothing,
the adjustment of the node is decomposed into two directions: along the direction of the
vectors N J N I and N L N I as shown Fig. 12a. Since the ideal distance between nodes NI
and NJ should equal to unity (in the normalized metric space), ∆DIJ , the length
adjustment in parametric coordinates of node NI in the N J N I direction can be
computed as

⎛
⎞ ⎧u I − u J ⎫
1
⎟⎨
∆DIJ = ⎜⎜1 − ~
⎟ v −v ⎬
(
)
l
N
,
N
J⎭
I
J ⎠⎩ I
⎝

(2)

In Eqn. 2, (uI,vI) and (uJ,vJ) are the parametric coordinates of nodes NI and NJ
~
respectively and l (N I , N J ) is the metric length of the edge NINJ. The above length
adjustment will alter the angle between the edges NLNI and NKNL. Hence, in order to
reflect the effect of such angular change, another adjustment term, ∆AIJ , the angular
adjustment of NI in the N J N I direction is computed by taking the arc length into
account as shown in Fig. 12b.
N N
~
∆ AIJ = θ ⋅ l ( N I , N L ) I J
NI NJ

(3)

In Eqn. 3, θ is the deviation of the angle ∠NINLNK from 90°.
The adjustment of NI in the N J N I direction, ∆IJ, is then computed as the linear
combination of ∆DIJ and ∆AIJ and is given by
∆ IJ = ω∆DIJ + (1 − ω)∆AIJ

(4a)

In Eqn. 4a, the weight factor 0≤ω≤1 is taken as 0.5 in this study. Similarly, ∆IL, the
adjustment in the N L N I direction can be expressed as
∆ IL = ω∆DIL + (1 − ω)∆AIL

(4b)

where ∆DIL and ∆AIL are respectively the length and angular adjustments in the N L N I
direction, and they can be obtained by applying Eqns. 2 and 3 to nodes NI and NL.
The final adjustment of node NI is taken as the sum of the adjustments in both directions.
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∆ = ∆ IJ + ∆ IL

(5)

An iterative procedure of the above algorithm is implemented, and an example for a
simple configuration of a quadrilateral element is given in Fig. 13 to demonstrate the
convergence of the smoothing procedure. From Fig. 13, it can be seen that the floating
node settled at the ideal position within a few iterations.

(2) Row node smoothing
The row node smoothing method is applicable to nodes which are adjacent to only two
quadrilateral elements sharing a common edge. The basic idea of this smoothing method
was first proposed by Blacker in the paving algorithm [3] and it is now extended to the
general anisotropic case in this study.
In the smoothing of the row nodes, the adjustment is also decomposed into two parts,
the length adjustment, ∆l, and the angular adjustment, ∆C, as shown in Fig. 14. The
length adjustment is determined by the following procedure.
(i) Compute the initial length adjustment, ∆i, of node NI using an anisotropic version of
the standard isoparametric smoothing scheme [13]
∆ i = P̂I - PI , P̂I =

(

1 NP α
∑ PJ + PLα − PKα
NP α =1

)

(6a)

In Eqn. 6, Pβα , where β=I,J,K,L and α=1,2 are the positions of nodes Nβ (measured
with respect to node NJ). NP=2 is the number of quadrilateral elements adjacent to
node NI, and P̂I is the adjusted position of NI..
(ii) Computation of ∆l uses the following equation

(

)

1
∆l = N I N J + ∆i − N I N J ~
li

(6b)

The angular adjustment is employed to improve the orthogonality of the shared edge

NINJ with the base segment. Since in this study the metric specifications are employed
for element size control (Appendix A), any angular adjustment must take into the
account the effect of the local metric specifications at NI. Thus, before carrying out the
angular adjustment, all the vectors involved such as PI and PB1 must first be transformed
by the following equation [19,23]
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P′ =

1
M2P

(7)

In Eqn. 7, M is the metric tensor at node NI. P and P' are the vectors before and after
transformation respectively. By using the Eqn. 7, the angular adjustment of the node NI
can be computed by the following steps (Fig. 14b).
′ which bisects the angle between the vectors PI−
′ 1 and PI+
′ 1.
(i) Compute the vector PB1

′ which bisects the angle between the vector PI′ and PB1
′ .
(ii) Compute the vector PB2
′ with N i −1 N i +1 = PI′+1 − PI′−1 .
(iii) Compute the point Q by intersecting PB2
′ so that
(iv) Adjust the length of PB2

′
PB2

(

)

~
~
⎧⎪ lQ + 1 2 if lQ < 1
=⎨
⎪⎩l
otherwise

(8a)

~
where lQ is the metric length of the vector N J Q .
′ and compute the angular adjustment, ∆C as
(v) Inverse transform PB2
1
2 P′
B2

(8b)

∆ C = PB2 − PI

(8c)

PB2 = M

−

The final total movement of NI is then determined by averaging the two adjustments
computed by Eqns. 6b and 8c such that
∆=∆l+∆C

(9)

In Fig. 15a, a simple configuration of two elements is used as an example to
demonstrate the row node smoothing scheme. As one can expect, the ideal position of
the row node should make the two quadrilateral elements become rectangles. Nodal
positions obtained during successive smoothing iterations are shown in Fig. 15b. Note
that because of the nature of the angular adjustment which tends to move the shared
edge towards the bisecting line, the convergence rate of the nodal position decreases as
the number of iterations increases. In practice, it is found that three iterations of the
above row node smoothing procedure will be sufficient in most cases to improve the
quality of the local mesh.
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(3) Area-weighted smoothing
An anisotropic version [12] of the area-weighted smoothing algorithm suggested by
Jones [14] is applied to all those nodes which are adjacent to either no or more than two
quadrilateral elements. In this smoothing scheme, the new position of a node, P', will be
computed as the weighed-centroid of its surrounding elements defined by
NP

P′ =

∑ A iCi
i =1
NP

∑ Ai

(10)

i =1

In Eqn. 10, NP is the number of elements (including both quadrilaterals and triangles)
adjacent to the node. Ci is the centroid of the i-th element, Ei, surrounding the node
under consideration, and Ai is the area of Ei.

(4) Order of local smoothing
From the numerical experiments done during the development of the above local
smoothing algorithms, it was found that the order of application of the local smoothing
schemes will also affect the quality of the final mesh produced. In this study, nodes of
the local mesh surrounding the newly generated quadrilateral will be smoothed in the
following order:
(i) Smooth the nodes on the newly generated quadrilateral element in the order of
floating node, row node and other nodes.
(ii) Adjust the positions of other floating nodes connected to the newly generated
quadrilateral.
(iii) Adjust the positions of other row nodes connected to the newly generated
quadrilateral.
(iv) Adjust the positions of other neighbouring nodes that connect to the newly
generated quadrilateral using the area-weighted smoothing scheme.
In the current implementation, steps (i) to (iv) will be repeated three times to obtain
optimal result. In most cases, the above smoothing sequence will able to improve the
local quality of neighbouring elements. However, for some exceptional cases, the
floating node or the row node smoothing schemes may create elements with reverse
orientation (negative area). This is due to the fact that these two smoothing schemes are
carried out without considering the conditions of the surrounding triangles. Thus, in
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order to make sure that all the elements produced are valid, during any local smoothing
procedure after the new position of a node is computed, the areas of all its adjacent
elements will be recalculated. In case at least one of them has negative area, the original
positions of the local nodes will be recovered, and re-smoothing will be applied using
the area-weighted smoothing algorithm.

3.6 Global Post Processing
By repeating the merging operation, the background triangular mesh will be converted
into a full quadrilateral mesh. After the full quadrilateral mesh is formed, a set of
standard mesh enhancement procedures [2,19,20] and mesh smoothing procedures will
be applied to further enhance the quality of the output mesh.

4

Mesh generation examples

In this section, a few mesh generation examples will be presented to demonstrate the
robustness and the performance of the proposed mesh generator.

4.1 Example one: Square plate with metric intersection
In the first example, a simple 2D anisotropic case is used to demonstrate the overall
process of anisotropic SMT. The domain under consideration is a square plate. The
metric tensor, M1, used was defined by the principal directions and characteristic
distances shown in Fig. 16a and Eqn. 11.
h1 = 0.2 − 0.195 e− d 1
h2 = 0.2 − 0.195 e − d 2

(11)

As shown in Fig. 16b, highly stretched elements along the two diagonal lines were
generated for the background triangular mesh (779 nodes and 1460 elements). Figs. 16c
to 16f show the intermediate and the final meshes (791 quadrilaterals) produced during
the conversion procedure. From these figures, it can be seen that the merging front
propagated towards the internal region along the lines of slender elements because the
H-value decreased along that direction. For the same background mesh, another slightly
different quadrilateral mesh was also formed by activating the level option for base
segment selection so that a boundary layer of quadrilaterals was generated first. The
intermediate and final meshes produced are shown in Fig. 17a and 17b respectively. As
shown in Fig. 17a, a layer of elements was formed automatically along the external
13

boundary of the square before the merging front propagated into the interior of the
problem domain.

4.2 Example two: Meshing for a wing
In the second example, the domain under consideration is an airplane wing with
fictitious metric specifications. The original mesh was generated with 3341 nodes and
6360 triangles and it was converted to a quadrilateral mesh with 3336 nodes and 3176
quadrilaterals as shown in Fig. 18. From Fig. 18, one can see that both the anisotropic
and the isotropic characteristics of the mesh were well preserved in the quadrilateral
mesh. Thus, besides the general anisotropic case, it can be concluded that the developed
method is also applicable to the isotropic case too.

4.3 Example three: Meshing for a nozzle
In this example, a 3D surface for a nozzle which consists of three sub-surfaces was
employed to demonstrate the use of the proposed algorithm for 3D surfaces mesh
generation. Fig. 19a and 19b show the geometry of the surface patch and metric
specifications for mesh generation. The target characteristic length and metric tensor
employed to generate the background triangular mesh (684 nodes and 1254 triangles,
Fig. 19c) are given by

h1 = 7.5 − 7.3e −0.05d
⎧h
if h = 75 − 73e −0.05d < 10
h2 = h3 = ⎨
⎩10 ,otherwise

(12)

The conversion was carried out in a surface by surface manner and the final
quadrilateral mesh generated is shown in Fig. 19d. The anisotropic properties of the
background mesh is preserved.

4.4 Example four: Mesh generation for cylindrical surface for speed and shape quality
evaluations
In this example, the target surface is a quarter of cylindrical shell surface as shown in
Fig. 20. In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed mesh conversion
algorithm, a series of quadrilateral meshes with different element size density were
generated by varying the parameter c given in Fig. 20. The background anisotropic
triangular meshes were generated in such a way that the numbers of elements
14

approximately doubled as the value of c was reduced. Fig. 21 shows the background
and the quadrilateral mesh produced for c=0.70, 0.55, 0.35 and 0.18. The mesh
generator has been implemented using the Microsoft Visual C++ compiler with speed
optimisation. The CPU times for conversion and mesh quality enhancement spent on a
PC equipped with an Intel PIII 500MHz processor were logged and are listed in Table 1
and plotted in Fig 22 against the number of quadrilaterals generated, NQ. As shown in
Fig. 22, the order of complexity of the present mesh conversion scheme is O(NQ1.1).
From Table 1, it can be seen that the actual speed of conversion is quite fast, and a mesh
with 10,000 quadrilateral elements can be generated by using a low-end PC within 20
seconds. For the grading and shape quality of the meshes generated, the edge lengths
and internal angles of elements (with respect to the metric specification) for the meshes
with c=0.7 and 0.18 are plotted in Fig. 23. From Fig. 23a, it can been seen that when

c=0.7 and the element size is large when comparing with the problem domain size, a
bigger scattering in the edge length distribution was observed. However, as element
sizes were decreased by setting c=0.18, most of the edge lengths converged to the ideal
value of unity with considerably smaller scattering. Similar result can also be seen for
the internal angles distribution of elements as shown in Fig. 23b. The difference
between the minimum and the maximum internal angles is obviously reduced in the
case of c=0.18 when compared with c=0.70.

5

Conclusions

A new indirect technique has been introduced to convert general anisotropic triangular
meshes to full quadrilateral meshes. The proposed scheme is an enhanced extension of
the anisotropic systemic merging technique developed previously by the authors. An
extensive study was carried out to investigate the effect of different local smoothing
schemes on the quality and grading of the quadrilateral mesh produced. By using an
enhanced quadrilateral element formation scheme and a series of carefully designed
local structural modification and local smoothing operations, the new mesh conversion
procedure is robust for the formation of strongly anisotropic quadrilateral meshes.
Furthermore, the anisotropic characteristics of the original meshes are well preserved in
the final meshes. Numerical examples given indicated that in the quadrilateral meshes
generated, most of the edges have normalized edge lengths close to the prefect value of
unity and with internal angles within the optimal range.

15

Regarding the speed of the conversion, near linear time increase is achieved by
localizing most operations during the quadrilateral element formation and the local postprocessing steps. Detailed timings of the examples given show that the operational
complexity of the conversion scheme is of order O(NQ1.1) where NQ is the number of
quadrilaterals generated. The overall speed of the present scheme is fast enough for
most practical applications. By using a low-ended PC equipped with an Intel Pentium
III 500MHz CPU, the present implementation can convert a highly graded anisotropic
triangular mesh with about 20,000 elements into a full quadrilateral mesh with roughly
10,000 quadrilateral elements within 20 seconds.

Appendix A: Geometrical model and metric specifications

A1 Geometrical model used
In the present study, the problem domain under consideration will be represented as a
union of surface patches and bi-variate non-uniform rational B-Spine (NURBS) surfaces
of the form [20]

(x, y, z) T = r (u, v)

(A1)

will be used to define individual support surface. Furthermore, trimming curves,
repeated lines, crack lines and surface branching will all be defined as NURBS curves
in the parametric spaces of the support surfaces. This geometrical model is highly
flexible and able to model most commonly encountered geometrical features in
engineering applications.

A2 Metric Specifications

In the 3D space, the metric tensor is a symmetric positive definite matrix, M3D, such
that Det(M3D)>0 and the eigenpairs of M3D, (gi,λi), i=1,2,3, will represent the desired
principal stretching directions and node spacing in the mesh [20,23]. If dξ and dx are
the elementary vectors in the normalized and the 3D spaces respectively, the length
scale transformation is defined by
dξ T dξ = dx T M 3D dx

(A2)

Using Eqn. A2, the 2×2 surface metric tensor, M, that combines the effects of the user
specifications of node space, M3D, and the surface mapping (Eqn. A1) can be defined as
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⎛ ∂r
M=⎜
⎝ ∂u

T

∂r ⎞
⎛ ∂r
⎟ M 3D ⎜
∂v ⎠
⎝ ∂u

∂r ⎞
⎟
∂v ⎠

(A3)

For two points p1(u1,v1) and p2(u1,v2) in the parametric space, the distance between
them with respect to M, l (M, p1p 2 ) , is defined as
T

⎛u - u ⎞
⎛u - u ⎞
l (M, p1p 2 ) = ⎜⎜ 2 1 ⎟⎟ M⎜⎜ 2 1 ⎟⎟
⎝ v 2 - v1 ⎠
⎝ v 2 - v1 ⎠

(A4)

The angle between two infinitesimal vectors du and dv with respect to M,

θ(M, du, dv ) , is defined as
T
⎧ -1 ⎛
⎞
(
du ) Mdv
⎜
⎟ if du × dv > 0
⎪cos ⎜
⎟
l
l
M
du
M
dv
(
,
)
⋅
(
,
)
⎪
⎝
⎠
θ(M, du, dv ) = ⎨
T
(du ) Mdv ⎞⎟ otherwise
⎪ 2π - cos -1 ⎛⎜
⎪
⎜ l (M, du) ⋅ l (M, dv ) ⎟
⎝
⎠
⎩

(A5)

It should be stressed that since in this study, the proposed mesh conversion scheme is
designed to generate full quadrilateral anisotropic meshes for 3D surfaces, all the length
and angle measurements carried out during the mesh conversion process will be referred
to the normalized space using Eqns A4 and A5.
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new quadrilateral

Background triangular mesh

Intermediate configuration after some Final full quadrilateral mesh
quadrilateral elements are formed
Figure 1. Basic mesh conversion principle.

(a)
Figure 2. Edge swapping.

Figure 3. Edge collapsing (element deletion) operation.

Figure 4. Edge division operation.
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(a)
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Figure 5. Node deletion: (a) three-element case; (b) four-element case.
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Figure 6. Edge recovery.
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enclosed by the side edges

top side edge formed by edge
recovery procedure
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B
(c)
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Figure 7. Formation of quadrilateral element: (a) base segment as bottom side edge; (b) preparation
of left and right side edges; (c) recovery of top side edge; (d) merging for quadrilateral formation.
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Figure 8. Top edge recovery procedure.
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Figure 9. Local structural enhancement using elementary operations: (a) original local mesh;
(b) swapping of edge; (c) node deletion.
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Figure 10. Frontal segment seaming: (a) adjacent segment with small frontal angle;
(b) edge recovery operation; (c) edge collapsing operation.
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Figure 11. Merging front division: (a) detection of slender element; (b) division of merging front.
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Figure 12. Smoothing of floating node with one adjacent quadrilateral element:
(a) decomposition of adjustment; (b) angular adjustment.
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Figure 13. Numerical experiment of floating node smoothing: (a) configuration of test mesh;
(b) intermediate nodal positions during iterative smoothing.
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Figure 14. Row node smoothing: (a) length adjustment; (b) angular adjustment.
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Figure 15. Numerical experiment of row node smoothing: (a) configuration of test mesh;
(b) intermediate nodal positions during iterative smoothing.
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Figure 16. Example one: (a) geometry and metric specifications; (b) background triangular mesh;
(c) intermediate mesh with NQ = 200; (d) intermediate mesh with NQ = 400; (e) intermediate mesh
with NQ = 600; (f) final mesh with NQ = 791.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 17. Conversion with option of layer of boundary quadrilaterals: (a) intermediate mesh with
NQ=200; (b) final mesh with NQ=768.

Figure 18. Example two: meshing of an airplane wing with fictitious metric specifications.
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Figure 19 Example three: Meshing of a nozzle: (a) geometric definition; (b) metric tensor
definition; (c) background triangular mesh; (d) converted quadrilateral mesh.
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Figure 20. Geometrical and metric tensor definitions for Example four.
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Figure 21. Background and quadrilateral meshes for Example four with various scale factors:
(a) c=0.70; (b) c=0.55; (c) c=0.35, (d) c=0.18.
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Figure 22. CPU time for quadrilateral conversion for Example four.

Table 1. Characteristics of meshes generated for Example four
Size factor c

1.00
0.70
0.55
0.35
0.25
0.18
0.13
0.10

Final quadrilateral mesh
Background triangular
mesh
NN
NT
NN
NQ
120
188
164
143
249
426
279
248
454
816
510
469
904
1684
924
867
1804
3380
1789
1708
3364
6496
3307
3196
6335
12354
6239
6086
10529
20654
10446
10249
NN= Number of nodes generated.
NT= Number of triangles generated.
NQ= Number of quadrilaterals generated.
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CPU time
used
(second)
0.16
0.34
0.65
1.22
2.53
5.16
10.16
18.72
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Figure 23. Anisotropic properties of quadrilateral meshes generated in Example four:
(a) distributions of metric length of edges;
(b) distributions of minimum and maximum metric angles of elements
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